
COMPARE THE PROFIT POSSIBILITIES 
of a regular hot dog versus a Hebrew National® frank*

VS.

$1.00
frank + bun + condiments

$2.49
suggested selling price

$1.49
potential profit (60%)

$1.50
frank + bun + condiments

$4.29 
suggested selling price

$2.79 
potential profit (65%)

PEER PROOFA multi-unit chain ran a Hebrew National® 
limited-time offer using branded merchandising. 

Sales surpassed previous menu introductions–  

3x more in the first week, 4x the next week.  

Now the Hebrew National® items and logo  
are on the chain’s permanent menu. Regular Hot Dog Price: $1.89                    

Hebrew National®  Signature Dog Price: $4.49

5055 Satellite Drive
Mississauga, ON L4W 5K7
Tel.: 416-679-4301

Product Code Product Description Triangle K 
Certified Pack Size Net Weight 

(lb)

Gross
 Weight  

(lb)

Case Cube 
(ft³)

Case Dimensions  
(L x W x H) TI HI

Cases 
Per 

Pallet

74956 18463 Beef Franks 7" 5/1 4/5 lb 20 21.00 0.647 15.813" x 11.313" x 6.250" 10 9 90

Add Hebrew National® 100% kosher beef franks to your menu and boost your bottom line! As the brand 
consumers prefer and trust, Hebrew National® commands a higher price point on the menu. And that can  
lead to higher check averages and greater profit growth.

HEBREW NATIONAL®  HELPS YOU

PUMP UP PROFITS!

For More Information, Contact:

Eastern Canada (ON, QC & ATL)
TTS Sales & Marketing

 Quebec - 514-457-2080, sgowie@ttsmarketing.ca
Ontario & Atlantic - 905-677-2900, agallo@ttsmarketing.ca 

Western Canada  (BC, AB, SK & MB)
Advantage Foodservice Sales & Marketing

(204) 654-2701, matt.sutton@advantagefoodservice.ca

BUILD A BIGGER, BETTER 
BRAND EXPERIENCE!

*Calculations made using 7" 5/1 beef franks. Regular beef franks cost $2.50/lb = $0.50/frank. Hebrew National® beef franks 
cost $5.00/lb = $1.00/frank. Bun and condiments are estimated at $0.50. Actual product costs, pricing and profit margin will 
vary depending on market. Chart for example purposes only.



Great beef. Great flavour. 
That’s the Hebrew National® recipe for  
brand loyalty. For more than 100 years, 
Hebrew National® has followed strict 
dietary law to produce high-quality, 

100% kosher beef products. 

NOW AVAILABLE IN CANADA! 

Fifteen million hot dog lovers can’t be wrong!1 That’s how many Americans 
purchase the Hebrew National® brand, based on annual retail sales.  
Hebrew National® enjoys the highest consumer loyalty, exclusivity and  
dollars per buyer among top hot dog brands.2 

KOSHER 101 
You’ve heard the word kosher,  

but did you know it literally means 

fit to eat? Our franks are made 

under strict rabbinical supervision, 

using only butcher-quality cuts  

of beef from the forequarter  

(front half ) of the animal. Artificial 

flavours, colours, fillers and by-

products simply don’t make the cut!

Features Benefits

Made with 100% kosher beef — no artificial 
colours, flavours, fillers or by-products Superior flavour and appearance

Certified kosher
Ingredients and production methods  
meet the highest standards for quality, 
cleanliness and safety

Gluten free Appeals to a growing consumer demographic 
with special dietary needs

The brand consumers know and trust
Commands a higher price point on the 
menu; leads to a higher check average  
and greater profit growth

Broad array of merchandising options  
to fit any operation type

Facilitates consumer awareness  
and purchases

1 IRI Panel Data All Outlet 52 weeks ending 5/29/11.
2 SymphonyIRI Total US Multi-Outlet, Panel Data 52 weeks ending 10/07/12.

NO fillers or by-products. NO artificial flavours or colours.

MERCHANDISING HEBREW NATIONAL® 
HOT DOGS IS A SMART CHOICE.

Here’s how it’s done: 
Promoting Hebrew National® 
increases the authenticity of 
your establishment by showing 
consumers you’re serving the 
very best hot dogs available. We’ll 
show you easy ways to tap into 
consumer brand loyalty by using our 
merchandising materials. We can 
also assist with signature menu 
development and co-branding of 
specialty items.

EVERY SEGMENT HAS UNIQUE NEEDS.  
We’ve got the right tools to target your guests. Our fun and engaging merchandising materials  
will connect your patrons to the power of the Hebrew National® brand. 

COLLEGE & 
UNIVERSITY

Don’t kid yourself…these 
savvy consumers crave 

name brands. Feed their need 
with fun Hebrew National® 

giveaways, including T-shirts.

INDEPENDENT 
RESTAURANT/ 
DELI
Quality sells! Hebrew 
National® helps your  
business stand out.  
Show your support with 
serveware, apparel and 
outdoor signage.

BUSINESS & 
INDUSTRY

Keep employees on-site 
with the brand they know 

and love. Promote great 
Hebrew National®  taste 

with our point-of-sale 
materials. 

RECREATION
Choosing your franks isn’t 
just fun and games— it’s 
serious business. Hebrew 
National® will take sales to 
the next level with a variety 
of branded equipment  
and umbrellas.


